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APPLICABLE SERVICES

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

Isothermal Cover for Roll Containers - 1475x820x735mm
- 2 Zips
SKU 40791

Isothermal cover for roll containers to help with temperature insulation.
The cover is made of high-quality silver PES foil with a 3mm thick air
cushion film. The cover has 2 front zips to make it easy to access the
container and products inside. The cover has multiple uses and also
helps to protect the products whilst in transport from dust, dirt and
water. Outside dimensions are 1475x820x735mm and weighs 2.70kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material PE

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 815

Inside dimension width 724

Inside dimension height 1450

Outside dimension lenght 820

Outside dimension width 735

Outside dimension height 1475

Product new

Type
Security Roll containers, Isotherm
Roll containers, Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Roll container cover for temperature insulation which is made of high-
quality silver PES foil with a 3mm thick air cushion film. The isothermal
cover is textile reinforced on one side and is therefore also suitable for
multiple uses. The 2 zippers on the front ensure that the isothermal
cover can easily be applied or removed and that the goods in the
container are accessible without having to remove the cover. The cover
also protects the products that you are transporting from dust, dirt and
water. The weight of the isothermal cover is 2.70kg and has outside
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dimensions of 1475x820x735mm and inside dimensions of
1450x815x724mm.The isulation cover is intended for multiple uses. The
thermal conductivity is 0.344 (W/mk), the thermal resistance is 0.09 R
and the K value is 11.46k (W/m2K).

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/isothermal-cover-for-roll-containers-
1475x820x735mm-2-zips-40791
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